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Get started on your 
Amazon WorkSpaces 
initiative!

Today’s new reality is leading to increasing the remote 
workforce, expanding automation and accelerating cloud 
adoption. Organizations need to be more cloud native, 
more agile, and focus on modernizing existing systems. 

Organizations in todays’ uncertain world are encountering:

• A forced distributed workforce due to social distancing and 
government policies. 

• Difficulties procuring and provisioning mobile hardware quickly.

• Incomplete or incorrect deployment of remote-capable hardware, 
resulting in idle employees and downtime.

In order to be successful in today’s newly defined technology world, 
organizations need to provide tools to promote a productive work 
environment, provision remote employees’ appropriate hardware & software, 
all while maintaining security, compliance and IT support policies.

Amazon WorkSpaces is a managed, secure Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) 
solution and offers the solution to all these newly discovered problems. You 
can use Amazon WorkSpaces to provision either Windows or Linux desktops 
in just a few minutes and quickly scale to provide thousands of desktops to 
workers across the globe. 

Amazon WorkSpaces helps you eliminate the complexity in managing 
hardware inventory, OS versions and patches, and Virtual Desktop 
Infrastructure (VDI), which helps simplify your desktop delivery strategy. 
With Amazon WorkSpaces, your users get a fast, responsive desktop of their 
choice that they can access anywhere, anytime, from any supported device.

• Beginning April 1st, AWS is offering 
Amazon WorkSpaces for up to 50 
users at no charge for new 
WorkSpaces customers, offer available 
through June 30, 2020. This offer will 
include our Standard, Value, and 
Performance bundles.

• Amazon WorkSpaces users also 
receive access to Amazon WorkDocs 
with 50 GB of storage for no 
additional charge. This can be 
upgraded to 1 TB of storage per 
WorkSpaces user for a discounted 
price. For more information, see 
Amazon WorkDocs Pricing.

• You can use Amazon WAM to deploy 
and manage applications for Amazon 
WorkSpaces. Amazon WAM is priced 
on a monthly per user basis, and 
includes a free and a paid tier. 
For more information, see the 
Amazon WAM pricing table.

The Amazon WorkSpaces solution offered by Coda, a Presidio 
Cloud Company,  can be started in a matter of days and provides:

Deployment & Education

Networking

Monitoring & Compliance

Automation
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Quick Migration to Amazon WorkSpaces

AWS is offering a WorkSpaces 
promotional offer with the 
following provisions:

A Presidio Cloud Company


